Write and find

- fish
- cow
- eye
- ear
- rat
- parrot

Listen and tick

- head
- ear
- mouth
- leg
- eyes
- nose
Listen and number

- Cat
- Cow
- Bottle
- Plant
- Parrot
- Mouse
- Rabbit
- Carrot

Write and match

mother
two
blue
red
sister
brother
my family
numbers
colours
father
one
yellow
Listen and number

run □

clap □

sing □

read □

Read and colour

a - red  c - blue  e - green
b - yellow d - pink  f - white
Circle and say

Match and fill

fish  cat  cow  rabbit

dog  fish

d___
c___w
r___bb___t
Revision 1

Read and colour

Three blue balloons.
Two red balloons.

Four green fish.
Five yellow fish.

One red toffee.
Six green toffees.

Seven blue balls.
Two yellow balls.

Eight red cars.
Two yellow cars.
Find and write

parrot

cow

grass

rabbit

fish

carrot

dog

cat